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WHAT THE PHEC SCOTLAND
Welcome to the BASICS Scotland Annual Conference 2019.

BASICS Scotland
Sandpiper House
Aberuthven Enterprise Park
Aberuthven,
PH3 1EL

T: (01764) 663671
E: conference@basics-scotland.org.uk

In partnership with

Members of the BASICS Scotland team will be on hand
throughout the weekend to help you find your way around

the venue or answer any questions you might have.
Look out for the jade t-shirts!

This programme contains everything you need to know about this weekend’s activities.

As a delegate, you will have been assigned to a group (Group 1, Group 2, Group 3, Group 4). The colour of your
lanyard signifies which group you belong to. This weekend’s Workshops will require you to split off into these
groups. Details of the Workshops such as timing and location can be found on the next page.

The remaining pages in this programme contain information about the speakers, sponsors and all the activities
at the conference this weekend, so why not take a moment to have a read and see what’s on!

The conference will be taking place in a variety of different locations in the Macdonald Aviemore Resort, with the
main talks taking place in the Osprey Arena. Our sponsors will also have stands set up ain the Peregrine Suite so
make sure you know where they are too!

If you are booked into accommodation, please make sure to check-in to the Morlich Hotel and don’t forget the
drinks reception and Friday night dinner will be taking place there. There are plenty of other facilities and activities
available to you this weekend at the Macdonald Aviemore Resort which you can learn more about from a member
of the venue staff. There is also a map of the area at the back of the programme to help you get around.

We would like to thank you for attending the BASICS Scotland Annual Conference & AGM, and hope you have an
enjoyable weekend!



Programme

Saturday, 7th Sep
08:45 - 09:00
09:00 - 09:15
09:15 - 09:40

10:45 - 11:25
11:30 - 12:15
12:15 - 13:30

09:45 - 10:15
10:20 - 10:45 Paediatric Trauma - Jon McCormack

Registration & tea/coffee
Chairperson’s welcome - Dave Bywater
Main arena case scenario - Paul Gowens

Tea/coffee & time to engage with sponsors
Mythbusting the Trauma Desk and AR Desk - Martin Esposito & Karen Shields
Lunch - BASICS Scotland AGM 2019 (12:15-12:35)

Trauma case studies - “Memoires from the Glens” - Various

Friday, 6th Sep
15:00 - 15:10
15:10 - 15:20

Registration & tea/coffee
Introduction to pre-conference case studies

Workshops

19:00 - 19:30
19:30 - 21:00
21:00

Drinks reception in the Morlich Hotel, sponsored by Ortus Medical
Dinner in the Morlich Hotel
Friday night speaker - Tim Leeuwenburg

15:20 - 15:45
15:50 - 16:15
16:20 - 16:45
16:50 - 17:15

Trauma Risk
Management

Scene
Management

Equipment
Update

Feedback,
Post Event

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

Group 4
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3

Group 3
Group 4
Group 1
Group 2

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 1

Workshops

13:35 - 14:05
14:10 - 14:40

Working the
Scene

TriageTrauma Triad
of Death

Trauma Tips
& Slips

Group 1
Group 2

Group 4
Group 1

Group 3
Group 4

Group 2
Group 3

16:30 - 17:00
17:10 - 17:15
19:00 - 19:30
19:30 - late

Keynote - “Trauma Care from the Cairngorms... to Chibombo and Back” - Paul Gowens
Chairperson’s thanks & close - Dave Bywater
Drinks reception in the Peregrine Suite bar area
Dinner in the Peregrine Suite

15:20 - 15:50
15:55 - 16:25

Group 3
Group 4

Group 2
Group 3

Group 1
Group 2

Group 4
Group 1

14:45 - 15:15 Tea/coffee & time to engage with sponsors

All of this weekend’s exciting activities are shown below. Make sure you know what group you are in (the
colour of your lanyard) and if you have any questions or need any help, just find a member of the BASICS
Scotland team!
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Speakers
This year’s conference sees a whole host of speakers from a diverse range of backgrounds presenting and
delivering workshops for delegates. Find out more about our speakers below.

Jon McCormack - Paediatric Trauma
Jon McCormack is a Consultant Paediatric Anaesthetist at the Royal Hospital for Sick Children in

Edinburgh. He is a Clinical Lead for Paediatric Trauma in the South-East Scotland Trauma Network,
member of the Scottish Trauma Network Paediatric Core and Mass Casualty-Major Incident planning

groups, as well as the Deputy Lead Examiner for the Diploma in Retrieval and Transfer Medicine.

Martin Esposito - Mythbusting the Trauma Desk & AR Desk
Martin Esposito is the Clinical Effectiveness Lead for Major Trauma for SAS. He has worked as an
Emergency Care Practitioner, was seconded to the Physician Response Unit based at the Royal
London Hospital as well spending time as a Flight Paramedic for London’s Air Ambulance. He
played an integral role in the establishment of Scotland’s Trauma desk in 2012.

Karen Shields - Mythbusting the Trauma Desk & AR Desk
Karen Shields is the Acting Specialist Services Manager with SAS and is responsible for the Specialist

Services desk, Trauma desk and Alternative Response desk within the SAS Service Control Centres
(ACC). As part of the ACC senior management team Karen has a strategic overview of service

response, engagement and improvement works, both within her specialist field and the wider ACC.

Zoë Smeed - Trauma Triad of Death
Zoë Smeed works as a Consultant for the Emergency Medicine Retrieval Service in Glasgow, a

Doctor and Supervisor for East Anglian Air Ambulance Service and a BASICS Scotland instructor.
She has also enjoyed working at both the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games and London
2012 Olympic Games as well as for a variety of pre-hospital and retrieval services worldwide.

Dawn Hewat - Trauma Triad of Death
Dawn Hewat is an Advanced Practitioner in Critical Care as part of Scotland’s Major Trauma
Network. She splits her time between the Scottish Ambulance Service, Edinburgh Royal Infirmary
Emergency Department and their pre-hospital trauma team - Medic 1, and regularly teaching as
a BASICS Scotland instructor on adult and paediatric courses. 

Iain Craighead - Scene Management
Iain Craighead is a General Practitioner and BASICS Scotland Responder based in Dingwall and
part of the Highland Pre-hospital Immediate Care and Trauma team (PICT) based in Inverness.
He is currently involved in a trial of working alongside paramedic practitioners in general
practice. 

Paul Gowens - Keynote
With over twenty-eight years of experience, Paul has fulfilled a number of key roles from an
operational paramedic through to current strategic leadership roles, most recently as
professional advisor at Scottish Government for EMS in Zambia Central Providence. Paul was a
recent recipient of the Queen‘s Ambulance Medal in the 2019 New Year’s Honours.
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Steven Gorman - Scene Management
Steven Gorman started in the Ambulance Control Centre in 2003 and was promoted into the Area
Service Manager role in 2011. During this time he has undertaken Technician training, attended a
Silver Command course and most recently become a Trauma Risk Management (TRiM) Practitioner
to help further support the frontline teams.

Luke Regan - Trauma Tips and Slips
Luke Regan is a consultant in Emergency Medicine working at Raigmore Hospital in Inverness. He
is the clinical lead for the Inverness-based Pre-hospital Immediate Care and Trauma team (PICT)
and the co-incidentally also Inverness-based Undergraduate Pre-hospital Care Course. He has
current research projects in pre-hospital ultrasound and the pre-hospital treatment of sepsis.

Duncan Tripp - Trauma Risk Management
Duncan Tripp spent 35 years in the RAF mainly as a Winchman Paramedic on the UK SAR Force.
During this time he was a Qualified Helicopter Crewman Instructor and Winchman Training
Officer. As a member of the RAF Mountain Rescue Service he took part in various worldwide
expeditions, some as Medical Director or Expedition Leader.

John Pritchard - Triage
John Pritchard is a paramedic based in Crieff. As well as being Treasurer for BASICS Scotland,
he is currently seconded to Helimed 76, Scotland’s Charity Air Ambulance (SCAA) crew as
Paramedic Lead. He is an active instructor on PHEC, PHPLS and IMC courses, a BASICS Scotland
Responder, Regional Rep for the West of Scotland and a member of the College of Paramedics.

Ben Price - Trauma Tips and Slips
Ben Price is a GP in Perthshire having previously worked in remote and rural general practice in

Speyside and NHS Highland. He has particular interests in promoting rural GP and the role of
the generalist as well as pre-hospital urgent and emergency care. He is a BASICS Scotland

Responder and regularly teaches with BASICS Scotland on adult and paediatric courses.

Andrew Ronald - Trauma Risk Management
Andrew Ronald has been a Consultant Anaesthetist and Cardiac Intensivist in Aberdeen since 1994
and a BASICS Scotland Responder since 2007. Currently a Consultant with the new ScotSTAR/EMRS

North service based in Aberdeen, Andrew is also an instructor for BASICS Scotland, ALSG and the
European Resus Council, as well as Coordinator and Manager for the TRiM Network.

David Strachan - Triage
David Strachan started working in pre hospital care as a member of Tayside Mountain Rescue.

Now, as a Captain in the Royal Army Medical Corps, he holds diplomas in Leadership, the
Management of Conflict and Catastrophe and Immediate Medical Care, and has spent most

of the past few years deployed on operational tours and military exercises around the world.

Kevin Wilkie - Working the Scene
Kevin is a Police Constable based at Perth working in a Traffic Management position within

Roads policing. He joined Tayside Police in 1994 and after having worked in Dundee,
Auchterarder and Crieff, he moved into Roads Policing in 2001 where has since been the

enquiry officer for numerous fatal and serious road accidents.
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What’s on this weekend!
Friday 
We have had a fantastic uptake this year in the number of delegates opting to attend our Friday afternoon
workshops. Those in attendance will get to take part in exciting Trauma based workshops and earn 3 hours
CPD in the process!
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Friday evening dinner and drinks will take place at the Morlich Hotel which is immediately
adjacent to the conference centre. If you have booked accommodation for Friday evening, 
or reserved a non-resident dinner, make sure you head over to the Morlich Hotel for the
drinks reception and buffet style dinner followed by a talk from a very special guest.

Morlich Hotel

Tim Leeuwenburg
We are delighted to have a very special guest all the way from Kangaroo Island, Australia

joining us on the Friday night to share with you his experiences from the Outback. An
interesting perspective from down under will surely provide plenty of after dinner

entertainment! Tim is an active user of social media and FOAMed to bring ‘quality care,
out there’ - see his talks at smacc conference, the blog at KIdocs.org or follow him

on twitter @KangarooBeach.

#BSAC19

Did you know?
The BASICS Scotland Annual Report for 2018-2019 is now available to view!

Using data collected throughout the past year, BASICS Scotland has commissioned
an annual report to detail all the fantastic activity that has taken place. Without the
help and support from our wonderful staff, volunteer faculty and board, BASICS
Scotland would not be able to provide the high-quality pre-hospital emergency
care training that we have become recognised for.

Make sure to grab your copy and have a look at our progress in 2018-19!

Workshops
Trauma-based workshops will be running on Friday afternoon in various breakout rooms

throughout the conference centre. A member of the BASICS Scotland team will make sure
you know where you are going!



More Trauma-based workshops will be running on Saturday afternoon in various rooms throughout the conference
centre. The BASICS Scotland team will keep you in the right place. You can also see what workshop your group is 
attending on Page 2!

Workshops

Peregrine Suite
Our fantastic sponsors will have stands set up in the Peregrine Suite which is located on

the first floor of the conference centre. You will have plenty opportunities throughout the
day to visit the sponsors and see what exciting equipment and services they are

exhibiting!

The Mobile Skills Unit will be making its return to the BASICS Scotland Annual Conference
for the second year in a row. Last year delegates relished the opportunity to experience
the cutting edge mobile training facility that we have been using on our Portfolio Project
and this year will be no exception!

Mobile Skills Unit (MSU)

The conference will close on the Saturday evening with a drinks reception followed by dinner in the Peregrine
Suite. For more information about other things happening on the Saturday see Page 9!

Saturday
The BASICS Scotland Annual Conference will get into full swing on the Saturday morning with a warm
welcome from our chairperson Dave Bywater in the Osprey Arena before diving into the main arena case
scenario presented by esteemed compère Paul Gowens.

The Osprey Arena, located towards the rear of the conference centre, will host the day’s
main events including the main arena case scenario, Trauma-based talks and case studies,
and the keynote presentation.

Osprey Arena

Paul Gowens
Paul Gowens has been actively involved with BASICS Scotland for a number of years now

and we are proud to finally have him present at this year’s Annual Conference as the
keynote speaker. His recent adventures in Zambia will be sure to entertain and provide

a fascinating insight into remote and rural medicine in the developing world!
Follow Paul on Twitter @SASCONSULTPARA.

#BSAC19
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The Sandpiper Trust
The Sandpiper Trust, a Scottish Charity, was set up in memory of Sandy Dickson
by his parents, family and friends. The primary aim of the Trust is to ensure that
all Rural GPs in Scotland are provided with essential emergency medical
equipment and resources once they have undergone specialist training courses
and gained certification from BASICS Scotland. www.sandpipertrust.org

Royal Air Force
For over a hundred years the Royal Air Force has defended the skies of Britain
and projected Britain’s power and influence around the world. Today the RAF

is engaged in 15 missions on 4 continents in 22 countries. www.raf.mod.uk

Sponsors
We are very grateful to our wonderful sponsors at this year’s BASICS Scotland Annual Conference. Without
their support we would not be able to provide you with this fantastic weekend of education and networking.

There will be plenty opportunity for you to meet the sponsors and see what exciting products they are
showcasing this year. You will find the sponsors in the Peregrine Suite of the conference centre so why not
head on over there, get chatting, and find out about the fantastic services they provide and how they are
shaping the future of pre-hospital emergency medicine in remote and rural Scotland! 

Prometheus Alphamed
Prometheus AlphaMed is a specialist medical company delivering complete
packages of medical services including providing the highest quality medical
consulting, management and support. They offer a comprehensive package of
medical care from risk assessments and advice to front-line delivery for all types
of events. www.prometheusalphamed.com

Stryker
Stryker develops technologies and designs devices according to the unique

needs of their customers including the LIFEPAK 15 monitor/defibrillator
and the LUCAS Chest Compression System. www.stryker.com
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Ortus Medical
BASICS Scotland are delighted to announce Ortus Medical as our main
sponsor at this year’s Annual Conference!

Ortus will be demonstrating their full range of defibrillator devices at the
conference, including the Corpuls3 which was recently selected by the Scottish
Ambulance Service to be their defib of choice. Also being demonstrated are the
advanced CorpulsAED and Corpuls C1 which is designed for senior responders
and clinicians alike – both having the same patient connectivity as the Corpuls3.

www.ortus.co.uk



Laerdal
Laerdal is dedicated to their mission of Helping Save Lives through the
advancement of resuscitation, patient care and global health initiatives. Laerdal
products and programs are used by voluntary organisations, educational
institutions, hospitals and the military around the world. www.laerdal.com

Cardiac Services
Cardiac Services is at the forefront of supplying and supporting diagnostic
and measurement equipment in Ireland and the UK.
www.cardiac-services.com

Galen
Galen is widely known for its novel Trustsaver® portfolio providing a dependable
supply of quality medicines to the NHS and as the exclusive distributor of
Penthrox® - indicated for emergency relief of moderate to severe acute pain in
conscious adult patients with trauma. www.galen-pharma.com

Eden Medical
Eden Medical sells, distributes and services medical products and equipment

to hospitals and primary care providers throughout Scotland. Eden Medical
offers clinical support and product expertise, backed-up by an efficient

administration service. www.edenmedical.co.uk

Rig Equipment
Rig Equipment Ltd manufacture and supply specialist Defence & Emergency

Services apparel and equipment. Last year saw the launch of the New Rig Eagle
Ultra WP Boot and this year, Rig Equipment will showcase the very successful

Tactical Medical uniforms in service in the UK. www.rigequipmentlimited.co.uk

Medtree
MedTree is a UK owned, worldwide distributor of over 18,000 first aid

and medical products. With a fantastic range of products and excellent
customer service, MedTree provide an unrivalled service that you can rely

on for all your emergency medical needs. www.medtree.co.uk
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Philips
RTS, now a part of Philips, are committed to transforming the delivery of care
and improving patient outcomes, driven by customer-focused innovation.
Experience the unique Tempus ALS system for advanced monitoring and
resuscitation in a compact, modular form factor and see how real-time rich
data transfer and two-way communication can empower clinical decisions.  
https://www.rdtltd.com/products/tempus-als-monitor-defibrillator/

College of Paramedics
The College of Paramedics is the recognised professional body for paramedics
and the ambulance profession in the UK.  The College represents its members
in all matters affecting their clinical practice and supports them to achieve the

highest standards of patient care. www.collegeofparamedics.co.uk



5K Fun Run

And don’t forget...
On Saturday morning, before the conference officially
starts, there will be a 5K Fun Run that everyone is welcome
to participate in. The run will leave from the entrance to the
conference centre and continue along the Aviemore Orbital
Path before returning to the venue. If you are interested in
taking part please let a BASICS Scotland team member
know. Runners will assemble in the main foyer at around
7am. Everyone who takes part will get a medal!

Rocket Jam
Saturday night will see live music from Glasgow based band
Rocket Jam. They cover a wide range of songs spanning
several genres so there will something for everyone. If there
is a song you want to hear, why not make a request! They
will also be performing a ceilidh set, so don’t miss your
chance to dance to some traditional Scottish music! Rocket
Jam will be performing on stage in the Peregrine Suite at
about 9.30pm after the evening meal.

Feedback and certificates
Please remember to complete your feedback form for the
conference in order to receive your attendance certificate.
A whopping 9 hours total worth of CPD is available if you
attend both days of the conference (3 hours on Friday and
6 on Saturday). You can complete the feedback form online
via the conference website. There will also be printed out
versions of the feedback form which you can complete and
hand in to a member of the BASICS Scotland team. Once
we have confirmed receipt of your feedback we will then
send you your electronic certificate via email!

...and that’s it!
Thank you for attending the BASICS Scotland Annual Conference 2019. We hope you have a wonderful time and
learn lots about pre-hospital emergency medicine through the various talks and workshops we have on offer. Your
support of BASICS Scotland is hugely appreciated! Make sure to follow us on Facebook and Twitter and share your
experience using the #BSAC19 hashtag! 

facebook.com/BASICSEducation twitter.com/BASICSScotland
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The Ortus Group
IS PROUD TO BE MAIN SPONSORS OF
BASICS 2019

sales@theortusgroup.com   T: +44 0845 4594705
www.theortusgroup.com

Notes
Please use the space provided below to take any notes during the conference.
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The Ortus Group
IS PROUD TO BE MAIN SPONSORS OF
BASICS 2019

sales@theortusgroup.com   T: +44 0845 4594705
www.theortusgroup.com

The Macdonald
Aviemore Resort
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Entrance
Osprey Arena
Peregrine Suite
Morlich Hotel
Spey Valley Shopping
Parking

A big thank you to Ortus for sponsoring our delegate
conference bags once again this year! 
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